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Abstract
We formulate and prove a twofold generalisation of Lie’s second theorem
that integrates homomorphisms between formal group laws to homomor-
phisms between Lie groups. Firstly we generalise classical Lie theory by
replacing groups with categories. Secondly we include categories whose un-
derlying spaces are not smooth manifolds. The main intended application
is when we replace the category of smooth manifolds with a well-adapted
model of synthetic differential geometry. In addition we provide an ax-
iomatic system that provides all the abstract structure that is required to
prove Lie’s second theorem. As a part of this abstract structure we define
the notion of enriched mono-coreflective subcategory which makes precise
the notion of a subcategory of local models.
Keywords— Lie theory, Lie groupoid, Lie algebroid, category theory, factorisa-
tion system, synthetic differential geometry, intuitionistic logic.
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1 Introduction
In classical Lie theory there is an adjunction
FGLaw LieGrp
(−)int
⊥
(−)∞
(1)
between the category FGLaw of formal group laws and the category LieGrp
of Lie groups. When we restrict the domain of (−)∞ to the simply connected
Lie groups, Lie’s second theorem tells us that (−)∞ is full and faithful and
Lie’s third theorem tells us that (−)∞ is essentially surjective. We refer to [17]
for the classical theory of Lie groups, Lie algebras and formal group laws. For
instance we can combine Theorem 3 of Section V.6 and Theorem 2 of Section
V.8 of Part 2 in [17] to obtain the equivalence above. Given a Lie group G we
think of the formal group law G∞ as consisting of all the data contained in
an infinitesimal neighbourhood of the identity element of G and so the functor
(−)int is interpreted as specifying a way to extend local data to global data.
We now recall some definitions from the established multi-object generalisa-
tion of Lie theory involving Lie groupoids. A Lie groupoid is a groupoid in the
category Man of smooth manifolds such that the source and target maps are
submersions. A Lie algebroid is a vector bundle A→M together with a bundle
homomorphism ρ : A→ TM such that the space of sections Γ(A) is a Lie algebra
satisfying the following Leibniz law: for all X,Y ∈ Γ(A) and f ∈ C∞(M) the
equality
[X, fY ] = ρ(X)(f) · Y + f [X,Y ]
2
holds. In multi-object Lie theory we have a functor
LieAlgd LieGpd
(−)∞
from the category of Lie groupoids to the category of Lie algebroids which is
full and faithful but not essentially surjective when we impose the appropriate
connectedness conditions. Any Lie algebroid integrates to a topological groupoid,
its Weinstein groupoid [5], but there can be obstructions to putting a smooth
structure on it.
In this paper we generalise this situation in two main ways. Firstly we replace
groupoids with categories. Secondly we replace the category Man with a well-
adapted model E of synthetic differential geometry as described in Section 2.1.
The category E contains the category of smooth manifolds (with boundary) as a
full subcategory but unlike Man the category E is closed under all limits and
colimits and contains rigorously defined infinitesimal objects. This allows us to
replace the Lie correspondence (1) with a correspondence between two types of
categories in E . The first type of category (called jet categories) are those for
which every arrow is infinitesimally close to an identity arrow. The jet categories
play an analogous role to the role played by the formal group laws in classical
Lie theory. The second type of category (called integral complete categories) are
those in which every time-dependent left-invariant vector field admits a local
solution. The integral complete categories play an analogous role to the role
played by the Lie groups in the classical theory.
In Section 4.2 and Section 6.2 we show that the subcategories Cat∞(E) of
jet categories and Catint(E) of integral complete categories are coreflective and
reflective respectively in Cat(E). The adjunction that we use to replace the Lie
adjunction (1) is the composite of the reflection and the coreflection:
Cat∞(E) Cat(E) Catint(E)⊥
i
(−)int
(−)∞
⊥
j
(2)
The main result of this paper is that if we impose certain enriched connectedness
conditions (which are described in Section 7) then the functor (−)∞j is full and
faithful. In fact the construction the right hand side of (2) from the left hand
side at a higher level of generality. In Definition 4.9 we give the definition of
E-mono-coreflective subcategory which picks out the key structural components
that (along with a choice of interval object) allow us to prove Lie’s second
theorem. Note that in this case E can be an arbitrary topos. We think of an
E-mono-coreflective subcategory as a subcategory of local models; fixing an
E-mono-coreflective subcategory amounts to defining the term ‘local model’.
This means that we can construct a version of Lie theory and prove Lie’s
second theorem in any situation where we can construct an E-mono-coreflective
subcategory.
This new correspondence is useful in several ways. Firstly it applies to
groupoids whose underlying space is non-classical in nature. This avoids the
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problems existing in the literature (see for instance [5]) concerning the non-
integrability of Lie algebroids. Secondly it provides a novel analytic approxi-
mation to a Lie groupoid. Invariably Lie groupoids have been approximated
by Lie algebroids which constitute linear approximations. As such it would be
interesting to compare the objects of Cat∞(E) to the formal symplectic groupoids
in [4].
Finally the categorical nature of the constructions and results in this paper
make them amenable to generalisation and application in other areas. For
instance the constructions can be carried out without additional difficulties in
the big Zariski topos (see Section 4 in Chapter 3 of [14]) and hence provides
a candidate for a formulation of Lie theory that involves the (not necessarily
smooth) group schemes defined therein. The advantage of working relative to an
E-mono-coreflective subcategory is that we can separate the local approximation
procedure from the global and higher dimensional aspects of the theory. This
means that we can carry out the local approximation of groupoids and categories
separately in Section 4.1 and Section 4.3 respectively but then use the same
global constructions to complete the proof of Lie’s second theorem. Furthermore
in Section 7.2 we explicitly arrange the higher dimensional data required to prove
Lie’s second theorem into truncated cubical objects. This makes the formulation
of Lie theory in this paper a promising first step in establishing a Lie theory for
higher categories and groupoids in the area of derived algebraic geometry and
(∞, 1)-categories.
Relationship to Classical and Multi-object Lie Theory
In [2] we justify the general constructions in this paper by explaining how they
relate to the classical ones in the case that E is a well-adapted model of synthetic
differential geometry. For instance in [2] we show that when we restrict to the
subcategory of Cat(E) consisting of the classical Lie groups the functor (−)∞
corresponds to the formal group law construction given in the Introduction to
[7]. In multi-object Lie theory we restrict attention to the groupoids that are
source simply connected (i.e. have simply connected source fibres). For arbitrary
groupoids in E the enriched path and simply connectedness conditions that
we describe in Section 7 are slightly stronger than their classical counterparts.
However in [2] we show that a Lie groupoid is path connected iff it is enriched
path connected and that a Lie groupoid is simply connected iff it is enriched
simply connected.
In Section 4.3 we show how to specialise our results so that they are phrased
in terms of groupoids rather than categories. To do this we need to assume that
the neighbour relation defined in Section 3.2 is symmetric on the arrow space of
our groupoids. Therefore in [2] we justify this by showing that the infinitesimal
neighbour relation is symmetric for any Lie groupoid. In Section 7.5 we see that
in order to prove Lie’s second theorem in this context we need an additional
assumption that is invisible in the classical theory: that the jet part C∞ of our
category is enriched path connected. In [2] we show that for any Lie groupoid G
the groupoid G∞ is enriched path connected.
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2 Preliminaries
In this section we give a brief overview of the parts of the theory of synthetic
differential geometry and enriched factorisation systems which will be useful to
us. In Section 2.1 describe the set Spec(Weil) of nilpotent infinitesimals which
we will use to construct our infinitesimal approximations. In Section 2.2 we
recall two different ways to generate an enriched factorisation system. The first
uses the method of wide intersections to generate a factorisation system from
arrows in the right class; the second uses the small object argument to generate
a factorisation system from arrows in the left class.
2.1 Synthetic Differential Geometry
In synthetic differential geometry we replace the category Man of smooth
manifolds (with boundary) with a certain kind of Grothendieck topos E called
a well-adapted model of synthetic differential geometry. We now describe a
few of the key properties of E . Firstly there is a full and faithful embedding
ι : Man  E and therefore a ring R = ιR and unit interval I = ιI in E . In
addition we have the objects
Dk = {x ∈ R : xk+1 = 0}
which are not terminal. In fact the fundamental Kock-Lawvere axiom holds: the
arrow α : Rk+1 → RDk defined by
(a0, a1, ..., ak) 7→ (d 7→ a0 + a1d+ ...+ akdk)
is an isomorphism. We write D∞ =
⋃
iDi and D = D1. Using the Kock-Lawvere
axiom we can show that ι(TM) ∼= (ιM)D as vector bundles over ιM and that
the Lie bracket corresponds to an infinitesimal commutator. For more details on
this construction and synthetic differential geometry in general see [12]. A set of
non-classical objects that will be useful in the sequel are the Weil spectra which
are of the form:
Spec(Weil) =
(x1, ..., xn) :
n∧
i=1
(xkii = 0) ∧
m∧
j=1
(pj = 0)

where n,m ∈ N≥0, ki ∈ N>0 and the pj are polynomials in the xi.
2.1.1 The Amazing Right Adjoint
An important property of spectra of Weil algebras is that they are ‘atomic’
objects of the topos. In short this says that they are small enough to only fit
in one summand of any structure that we construct by glueing together other
smaller structures. The next definition makes this idea precise.
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Definition 2.1. An object X in a category E is atomic iff the endofunctor
E (−)
X
−−−→ E
defined using the internal hom has a right adjoint.
Proposition 2.2. The object D is atomic for all D ∈ Spec(Weil) in a well-
adapted model of synthetic differential geometry.
Proof. This follows from the Example in Appendix 4 of [15].
2.2 Enriched Factorisation Systems
In this section we sketch the theory of enriched factorisation systems that
we use to construct the jet part of a category. We follow [6] by defining the
orthogonality of arrows in terms of hom-objects. Although we work analogously
to the treatment of weak enriched factorisation systems in [16] we mainly make
use of the account of (orthogonal) enriched factorisation systems that is [13].
We refer to [11] for the basic concepts of enriched category theory.
Notation 2.3. Let V be a monoidal category. Let C be a V-category. Then we
write C0 for the underlying ordinary category of C.
Definition 2.4. The arrow l is left V-orthogonal to r (written l⊥Vr) iff
C(B,X) C(A,X)
C(B, Y ) C(A, Y )
C(l,X)
C(B,r) C(A,r)
C(l,Y )
is a pullback in V.
Definition 2.5. Let S be a class of arrows in C0. Then the right V-orthogonal
complement of S is the class:
S⊥V := {f ∈ C20 : ∀s ∈ S. s⊥Vf}
and the left V-orthogonal complement of S is the class:
S⊥V := {f ∈ C20 : ∀s ∈ S. f⊥Vs}
Definition 2.6. The pair (L,R) is a V-prefactorisation system on C iff L⊥V = R
and L = R⊥V .
Definition 2.7. The pair (L,R) is a V-factorisation system on C iff (L,R) is
a prefactorisation system and (L,R)-factorisations exist: i.e. for every f ∈ C20
there exist l ∈ L, r ∈ R such that f = r ◦ l.
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The next result provides sufficient conditions for a pair (L,R) to be a V-
factorisation system. We use these conditions in Section 3.2 when defining the
jet factorisation system using an infinitesimal neighbour relation.
Lemma 2.8. The pair (L,R) is a V-factorisation system iff
1. the classes L and R are replete,
2. if l ∈ L and r ∈ R then l ⊥V r,
3. for every map f in C, there exist fr ∈ R and fl ∈ L such that f = frfl.
Recall the following result for generating an enriched factorisation system
from its right class. We use this result to define the jet factorisation system
in Section 3.1. It is Lemma 3.1 of [3] where a sketch of the proof is given and
Proposition 7.1 in [13] where a full proof is given.
Proposition 2.9. Let R be a class of arrows in a category C. Suppose that R
is contained in the class of monomorphisms, is closed under composition and
contains all the isomorphisms. Suppose that the pullback of an arrow in R along
an arbitrary arrow in C exists in C and is again in R. Suppose further that all
intersections of arrows in R exist in C and are again in R. Then ( R⊥ , R) is a
factorisation system on C.
Now we recall a way to generate an enriched factorisation system from a
generating set of arrows in the left class. We use this result to define the integral
factorisation system in Section 6.1.
Proposition 2.10. Let C be a V-category such that its underlying category C0
is locally presentable. Let Σ be a set of arrows in C. Then there is a factorisation
system (L,R) on C0 such that R = Σ⊥V and L = R⊥V .
3 The Jet Factorisation System
We construct the infinitesimal (or jet) part of a category using an enriched
factorisation system that we call the jet factorisation system. We give two
characterisations of the jet factorisation system. The first in Section 3.1 is
more direct and is used to prove that the jet part of a category is closed under
composition. The second is defined in terms of an infinitesimal neighbour relation
and is used when we need a more concrete description of the left and right classes.
For instance we use the neighbour relation in Section 3.3 to find conditions under
which the left class is stable under pullback and in Section 4.3 to find a necessary
and sufficient condition for the jet part of a groupoid to be a groupoid (rather
than just a category).
3.1 Jet Factorisation in the Slice Topos
We define the jet factorisation system on any slice category E/M of the well-
adapted model of synthetic differential geometry E . Since it is a topos the
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category E is locally cartesian closed. Furthermore we show that for any arrow
f : X → Y in E both the pullback functor f∗ : E/Y → E/X and its left adjoint
Σf : E/X → E/Y preserve the left class of the jet factorisation systems on
E/Y and E/X respectively. This will be used in the next section to define the
composition operation on the jet part of a category in E . In the case M = 1 the
right class of the jet factorisation system has been studied before. It is the class
of formal-etale maps in I.17 of [12] and the class of formally-open morphisms in
Section 1.2 of Volume 3 of [8]. For the standard theory of toposes we refer to
[14].
In this section E will be a smooth topos and M an object of E . To begin
with let us recall the definition of slice category. It can be found for example in
construction 4 of Section 1.6 in [1].
Definition 3.1. The slice category E/M of a category E over an object M ∈ E
has as objects all arrows f ∈ E such that the codomain of f is M . To keep
track of the domain of f we write the objects of E/M in the form (dom(f), f).
An arrow g : (X, f)→ (X ′, f ′) in E/M is an arrow g : X → X ′ in E such that
f ′ ◦ g = f .
The following is part of Theorem 1.42 in [9].
Theorem 3.2. Let E be a topos, X an object of E. Then E/X is a topos.
Now we define the jet factorisation system.
Definition 3.3. An arrow r : X → Y in E/M is jet closed iff it is a monomor-
phism and
X(M×D,pi1) X
Y (M×D,pi1) Y
r(M×D,pi1)
X(1M,0)
r(M,1M )
Y (1M,0)
is a pullback in E/M for all D in Spec(Weil). An arrow l : A→ B in E/M is
jet dense iff for all jet closed arrows r the square
XB XA
Y B Y A
rB
Xl
rA
Y l
is a pullback in E/M .
Definition 3.4. The jet factorisation system on E/M is the pair (L∞, R∞)
where L∞ is the class of jet dense arrows and R∞ is the class of jet closed
arrows.
Remark 3.5. The fact that (L∞, R∞) is an E/M factorisation system follows
from Proposition 2.9.
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We now relate the jet factorisation systems on different slice categories of E
by using the fact that E is locally cartesian closed.
Proposition 3.6. Let f : G→ M be an arrow in E. Let f∗ : E/M → E/G be
the functor defined by pullback along f . Then f∗ preserves exponentials and
has both a left adjoint Σf and right adjoint Πf ; the left adjoint Σf is given by
postcomposition with f .
E/G E/M
Σf
Πf
⊥f∗
Proof. This is Theorem 2 on page 193 in [14].
Lemma 3.7. Let ρ : X  Y be a jet closed arrow in E/M and f : G→M an
arrow in E. Then f∗(ρ) is a jet-closed arrow in E/G.
Proof. Since ρ is jet closed in E/M we have that for all D ∈ Spec(Weil) the
following square is a pullback:
X(M×D,pi1) X
Y (M×D,pi1) Y
ρ(M×D,pi1)
X(1M,0)
ρ
Y (1M,0)
Using the fact that f∗ preserves exponentials we see that:
f∗

X(M×D,pi1) X
Y (M×D,pi1) Y
ρ(M×D,pi1)
X(1M,0)
ρ
Y (1M,0)
 ∼=
f∗(X)(G×D,pi1) f∗(X)
f∗(Y )(G×D,pi1) f∗(Y )
f∗(ρ)(G×D,pi1)
f∗(X)(1G,0)
f∗(ρ)
f∗(Y )(1G,0)
Then using the fact that f∗ is a right adjoint we deduce that the right hand
square is a pullback for all D ∈ Spec(Weil) and so f∗(ρ) is jet-closed in E/G.
Lemma 3.8. Let F a U be adjoint functors. Suppose that F preserves products.
Then:
(UA)B ∼= U(AFB)
Proof. We will establish a natural bijection between the generalised elements of
both sides:
X → (UA)B
X ×B → UA
F (X ×B)→ A
FX → AFB
X → U(AFB)
as required.
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Lemma 3.9. Let ρ : X  Y be a jet closed arrow in E/G and f : G→M an
arrow in E. Then Πf (ρ) is a jet-closed arrow in E/M .
Proof. Since ρ is jet closed in E/G we have that for all D ∈ Spec(Weil) the
following square is a pullback:
X(G×D,pi1) X
Y (G×D,pi1) Y
ρ(G×D,pi1)
X(1G,0)
ρ
Y (1G,0)
Using Lemma 3.8 we see that:
Πf

X(G×D,pi1) X
Y (G×D,pi1) Y
ρ(G×D,pi1)
X(1G,0)
ρ
Y (1G,0)
 ∼=
Πf (X)
(M×D,pi1) Πf (X)
Πf (Y )
(M×D,pi1) Πf (Y )
Πf (ρ)
(M×D,pi1)
Πf (X)
(1M,0)
Πf (ρ)
Πf (Y )
(1M,0)
Then using the fact that Πf is a right adjoint we deduce that the right hand square
is a pullback for all D ∈ Spec(Weil) and so Πf (ρ) is jet-closed in E/M .
Corollary 3.10. Let l be jet dense in E/G and f : G → M an arrow in E.
Then Σf (l) is jet dense in E/M .
Corollary 3.11. Let λ be a jet dense arrow in E/M and f : G→M an arrow
in E. Then f∗(λ) is jet dense in E/G.
3.2 Jet Factorisation Using Neighbours
The jet factorisation system presented in Section 3.1 can be thought of as a
‘perturbation’ of the standard (Epi,Mono)-factorisation in a topos. Intuitively
speaking, if f : A → B is a jet dense arrow and b is an element of B then
although there might not exist an element a of A such that fa = b there does
exist an element a′ of A such that fa′ is ‘infinitesimally close’ to b. We can give a
similar heuristic description for the jet closed arrows. If g : X  Y is a jet closed
arrow then it is a monomorphism by definition. But g satisfies an additional
condition: if x is an element of X and y is an element of Y such that gx is
infinitesimally close to y then there exists an element x′ in X such that gx′ = y.
In this section we make these ideas precise by defining a reflexive relation ∼ in
the internal logic of the topos E/M for which a ∼ b encodes the idea that b is
contained in some infinitesimal perturbation (or jet) which is based at a. Then
we define a factorisation system using this relation which corresponds to our
intuitive idea of perturbing the (Epi,Mono)-factorisation in E/M . Finally we
show that this factorisation system in fact coincides with the jet factorisation
system.
First we recall the definition of generalised element in a category from
Definition 1.1 in Part II of [12].
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Definition 3.12. Let R be an object in a category E . A generalised element
of R is an arrow in E with codomain R. The domain of the arrow is called the
stage of definition of the element.
Notation 3.13. We write r ∈X R to denote that r is an arrow X → R in E
and hence r is an element of R at stage of definition X. When we work with an
arbitrary fixed stage of definition we will sometimes write simply r ∈ R where it
causes no confusion. For interpreting existential quantification and disjunction
we will need to consider covers (ιi : Xi → X)i of the stage of definition X. Then
if a ∈X R will write a|Xi for the element aιi ∈Xi R.
Let DW be a Weil spectrum in E . Then we abuse notation by writing DW
for the object (M ×DW , pi1) of E/M .
Definition 3.14. Let a, b ∈X B where X and B are objects of the topos E/M .
Then a ∼ b iff the proposition∨
W∈Weil
∃φ ∈ BDW . ∃d ∈ DW . φ(0) = a ∧ φ(d) = b
holds in the internal logic of E/M .
Explicitly: there exists a cover (ιi : Xi → X)i∈I in E/M such that for each i
there exists an object DWi ∈ Spec(Weil), an arrow φi : Xi ×DWi → B and an
arrow di : Xi → DWi such that
Xi Xi ×DWi
B B
a|Xi
(1Xi ,0)
φi
1B
and
Xi Xi ×DWi
B B
b|Xi
(1Xi ,di)
φi
1B
commute.
Remark 3.15. The relation ∼ is not always symmetric. In fact it is not
symmetric in the case B = D and M = 1 as described in Lemma 4.13.
Definition 3.16. The relation ≈ is the transitive closure of ∼ in the internal
logic of E/M . This means that for a, b ∈ B we have a ≈ b iff the proposition∨
n∈N
∃~x ∈ Bn.
∧
1≤k≤n−1
(pik~x ∼ pik+1~x) ∧ (pi1~x = a) ∧ (pin~x = b)
holds in the internal logic of E/M .
In terms of covers: let a, b ∈X B where X and B are objects of E/M . Then
a ≈ b iff there exists a cover (ιi : Xi → X)i∈I and for each i there exists a
natural number ni and elements xi0 , xi1 , ..., xini ∈Xi B such that
a|Xi = xi0 ∼ xi1 ∼ ... ∼ xini = b|Xi
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Remark 3.17. For any arrow f : A→ B we have that a ∼ a′ in A implies that
fa ∼ fa′ in B. Indeed if we have D ∈ Spec(Weil), φ ∈ AD and d ∈ D such
that φ(0) = a and φ(d) = a′ then for the same D and d we see that ψ = fDφ
has ψ(0) = fa and ψ(d) = fa′.
We can easily iterate this procedure to obtain that a ≈ a′ in A implies
fa ≈ fa′ in B.
Definition 3.18. Let f : A→ B be an arrow in E/M . Then f is W-dense (or
f ∈ LW) iff the proposition
∀b ∈ B. ∃a ∈ A. fa ≈ b
holds in the internal logic of E/M .
Explicitly: for all b ∈X B there exists a cover (ιi : Xi → X)i∈I and elements
ai ∈Xi A such that f(ai) ≈ b|Xi .
Definition 3.19. Let g : A→ B be an arrow in E/M . Then g is W-closed (or
g ∈ RW) iff the propositions
∀a ∈ A. ∀b ∈ B. ga ≈ b =⇒ (∃c ∈ A. gc = b)
and
∀a, a′ ∈ A. ga = ga′ =⇒ (a ≈ a′)
hold in the internal logic of E/M .
Explicitly the first condition is: for all a ∈X A and b ∈X B such that ga ≈ b
there exists a cover (ιi : Xi → X)i∈I and elements ci ∈Xi A such that gci = b|Xi .
Since the second condition only uses universal quantification and conjunction it
is not necessary to pass to a cover.
Remark 3.20. Note that in the sequel the right class of the jet factorisa-
tion system will turn out not to be simply RW but its intersection with the
monomorphisms in E/M . The larger class RW will be useful in Section 3.3.
From now on we will work entirely in the internal logic of E/M . The interested
reader is welcome to translate the statements below into their external versions
involving covers by applying the sheaf semantics explained in Section VI.7 of
[14].
Lemma 3.21. Let g : B  E be a W-closed monomorphism. Suppose that
gb ∼ gb′ in E. Then b ∼ b′ in B.
Proof. Since gb ∼ gb′ there exists D ∈ Spec(Weil), φ ∈ ED and d ∈ D such
that φ(0) = gb and φ(d) = gb′. However it is immediate from the fact that g
is W-closed that φ is in the image of gD : BD  ED and so there exists ψ
such that φ = gDψ. But g(ψ(0)) = gb and g(ψ(d)) = gb′ hence ψ(0) = b and
ψ(d) = b′ and b ∼ b′ as required.
Corollary 3.22. Let g : B E be a W-closed monomorphism. Suppose that
gb ≈ gb′ in E. Then b ≈ b′ in B.
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Proof. Let gb = e0 ∼ e1 ∼ ... ∼ en = gb′ exhibit gb ≈ gb′. Then the fact that g
is W-closed combined with e0 = gb implies that there exists b1 ∈ B such that
e1 = gb1. Then by Lemma 3.21 we see that b ∼ b1. The result follows easily by
iterating this procedure.
Lemma 3.23. Let h : A→ E be an arrow in E/M . Then there exist g ∈ RW
and f ∈ LW such that g is a monomorphism and h = gf . The mediating object
in the factorisation has the presentation
B = {x ∈ E : ∃a ∈ A. ha ≈ x} g−→ E
in the internal logic of E/M .
Proof. It is immediate that h factors through the subobject B because the
relation ≈ is reflexive. Write h = gf for this factorisation.
To see that g is W-closed let b ∈ B and e ∈ E such that gb ≈ e. By the
definition of B there exists an a ∈ A such that ha ≈ gb. Hence by the transitivity
of ≈ we obtain that ha ≈ e. So e lies in the subobject B and so g is W-closed
as required.
To see that f is W-dense let b ∈ B. Now by the definition of B there exists
an a ∈ A such that ha ≈ gb. But since g is a W-closed monomorphism we can
use Corollary 3.22 we deduce that fa ≈ b as required.
Proposition 3.24. Let M be the class of monomorphisms in E/M . Then the
pair
(L,R) = (LW , RW ∩M)
defines a (E/M)-factorisation system.
Proof. We will check the conditions of Lemma 2.8. The existence of factorisations
is Lemma 3.23 and it is clear that the classes LW and RW ∩M are replete.
It remains to show that for all W-closed monomorphisms g : C  E and all
W-dense arrows f : A → B we have that f ⊥E/M g. That means we need to
show that the square
CB CA
EB EA
gB
Cf
gA
Ef
is a pullback. So suppose that φ ∈ EB and ψ ∈ CA such that φf = gψ. We
define ξ ∈ CB as follows. Start with b ∈ B. Since f is W-dense there exists
a ∈ A such that fa ≈ b. Then by Remark 3.17 we have that gψa = φfa ≈ φb.
Now since g is W-closed we have that there exists c ∈ C such that gc = φb. This
c is unique because g is monic. So finally we define ξb = c. It is immediate that
gξb = gc = φb. From the equation gξfa = φfa = gψa we deduce that ξfa = ψa
as required.
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Proposition 3.25. Let f : A  B be a monomorphism in E/M . Then f is
W-closed iff for all D ∈ Spec(Weil) the square
A(M×D,pi1) A
B(M×D,pi1) B
fD
A0
f
B0
(3)
is a pullback.
Proof. We will show that L∞ ⊂ LW and R∞ ⊂ RW . This will suffice to prove
the result because
L∞ ⊂ LW =⇒ L⊥W ⊂ L⊥∞ =⇒ RW ⊂ R∞
To show that L∞ ⊂ LW we need to show that for all D ∈ Spec(Weil) the
arrow (M, 1M ) → (M × D,pi1) is in LW . For this it will suffice to show that
for all b ∈ (M × D,pi1) we have 0 ≈ b. Here 0 denotes the global element
(1M , 0) : (M, 1M )→ (M ×D,pi1). So we choose DW = (M ×D,pi1), φ = 1M×D
and d = b. Then φ(0) = 0 and φ(d) = b.
To show that R∞ ⊂ RW let f be a monomorphism, let a ∈ A and b ∈ B
such that fa ∼ b and suppose that the square in (3) is a pullback. The condition
fa ∼ b means that there is a DW ∈ Spec(Weil), a φ ∈ B(M×DW ,pi1) and
a d ∈ (M × DW , pi1) such that φ(0) = fa and φ(d) = b. Since φ(0) = fa
we can induce a ψ ∈ A(M×D,pi1) using the pair (a, φ). But then we have
fψ(d) = φ(d) = b.
We now iterate this argument to obtain that f is W-closed as required.
Corollary 3.26. The (LW , RW ∩M) factorisation system and the jet factori-
sation system coincide in E/M .
3.3 Stability Properties of the Jet Factorisation
Recall that for all factorisation systems the left class is closed under colimits
and the right class is closed under limits. The (Epi,Mono)-factorisation system
has the additional property that the left class is closed under pullbacks. In
this section we identify a condition on an arrow g in the left class of the jet
factorisation system which guarantees that the pullback of g along a W-closed
arrow k is again jet dense.
Proposition 3.27. Let g be jet dense and k be W-closed in E/M . Suppose that
the relation ≈ is symmetric on the object E and that the square
A B
C E
f
h
g
k
is a pullback. Then f is also jet dense.
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Proof. Recall that an arrow in E/M is jet dense iff it is W-dense. Let c ∈ C.
We need to show that there exists a ∈ A such that fa ≈ c. Since g is W-dense
there exists b ∈ B such that gb ≈ kc. Since ≈ is symmetric on E we see that
also kc ≈ gb. Now k is W-closed so there exists c′ ∈ C such that c ≈ c′ and
kc′ = gb. The a ∈ A that we require is the one defined by the pair a = (c′, b).
We now confirm that f(c′, b) = c′ ≈ c. First we see that kc′ = gb ≈ kc
and so there exists c′′ ∈ C such that c′ ≈ c′′ and kc′′ = kc. But now by the
definition of W-closed we have that c′′ ≈ c and by transitivity of ≈ that c′ ≈ c
as required.
Corollary 3.28. Let g be jet dense and k be jet closed. Suppose that the relation
≈ is symmetric on E and the square
A B
C E
f
h
g
k
is a pullback. Then f is also jet dense.
4 The Jet Part Construction
In this section we construct the infinitesimal (or jet) part of an internal category
or internal groupoid in a well-adapted model of synthetic differential geometry.
For reasons described in Section 4.1 the jet part of a category (or groupoid)
will consist of all the arrows of the category that can be reached by a sequence
of source constant infinitesimal perturbations from an identity arrow of the
category. In Section 4.1 we show that the jet part of a category C is closed
under composition and hence defines a subcategory C∞ of C. In Section 4.2 we
describe how the subcategory of all internal categories C for which the inclusion
ι∞C is an isomorphism is not only a coreflective subcategory of Cat(E) but an
E-mono-coreflective subcategory as described in Definition 4.9. Although the
jet part G∞ of a groupoid G in E is therefore a category, it is not necessarily
true that G∞ is a groupoid. In Section 4.3 we find a necessary and sufficient
condition that makes G∞ a groupoid: namely that the relation ≈ defined in
Section 3.2 is symmetric. Then easy to see that the category of jet groupoids
satisfying this condition is an E-mono-coreflective subcategory of the category of
groupoids satisfying this condition.
4.1 The Jet Part of a Category
We define the jet part of a category in a well-adapted mode E of synthetic
differential geometry. Intuitively the arrow space of the jet part will consist of all
the elements of the category which we can reach along an infinitesimally small
source constant path starting at an identity arrow. We can put the structure of
a reflexive graph on these arrows as follows.
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Notation 4.1. In this section C will denote a category in E with underlying
reflexive graph
C =
(
C M
s
e
t
)
and composition µ. We will write n×C = C ×t s C ×t s ... ×t s C.
Definition 4.2. Let
M C∞ C
M
1M
e∞
s∞
ι∞C
s
be the jet factorisation of e in E/M . Then the jet reflexive graph of C is the
reflexive graph
C∞ =
 C∞ Ms∞e∞
t◦ι∞C

in E .
To equip this reflexive graph C∞ with a composition operation we require
a slight digression. To understand the reason for this digression we consider
the special case that the base space M = 1. Then we can make the following
straightforward argument. The arrow
C∞ ×M 1C∞×e∞−−−−−−→ C∞ × C∞
is jet dense because (as an enriched factorisation system) the left class of the jet
factorisation system is closed under products. Then we define the composition
on C∞ to be the unique lift of the following square
C∞ ×M C∞
C∞ × C∞ C
1C∞×e∞
pi1
ι∞Cµ∞
µ◦(ι∞C ×ι∞C )
and the associativity and unit axioms can be seen to hold. However if we now
attempt to do the same thing in the slice category E/M we can still show that
the arrow
(C∞, s∞)
(1C∞ ,e∞)−−−−−−→ (C∞, t∞)× (C∞, s∞) ∼= (C∞ ×t∞ s∞ C∞, t∞pi1)
is jet dense but there is no way to map out of (C ×t sC, tpi1) using µ. The problem
is that given arrows f, g ∈ C such that cod(f) = dom(g) the map tpi1 picks out
the ‘middle’ object cod(f) which cannot be specified from the composite µ(f, g)
alone. We can rescue the idea of using a lift to define the composition by using
the results of Section 3.1 to prove that the arrow
(C∞, s∞)
(1C∞ ,e∞t∞)−−−−−−−−→ (C∞ ×t∞ s∞ C∞, s∞pi1)
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is jet dense in E/M . Then we can proceed in an analogous fashion to the case
M = 1.
The next result tells us that the map which takes an arrow g of C∞ and
returns the composable pair (g, 1cod(g)) in 2×C∞ is jet dense over the source of
g.
Lemma 4.3. The arrow
C∞ 2×C∞
M
s∞
(1C∞ ,e∞t∞)
s∞◦pi1
is jet-dense in E/M .
Proof. The arrow
M C∞
M
1M
e∞
s∞
in E/M is jet dense by the definition of jet part in Definition 4.2. Then by
Corollary 3.11 the arrow
C∞ 2×C∞
C∞
1C∞
(1C∞ ,e∞t∞)
pi1
obtained by pulling back along t∞ is jet dense in E/C∞. But now by Corol-
lary 3.10 the arrow
C∞ 2×C∞
M
s∞
(1C∞ ,e∞t∞)
s∞pi1
obtained by postcomposition by s∞ is jet dense in E/M as required.
Now we are in a position to define a composition on the jet part of a category.
Corollary 4.4. Let C be a category with composition µ : C ×t s C → C. Let
C∞ be the jet reflexive graph of of C. Then we can make C∞ into a category
by defining the composition µ∞ : C∞ ×t s C∞ → C∞ as the diagonal lift of the
following diagram:
(C∞, s∞) (C∞, s∞)
(2×C∞, s∞ ◦ pi1) (C, s)
(1C∞ ,e∞t∞)
1C∞
ι∞Cµ∞
µ◦(2×ι∞C )
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where ι∞C is jet closed by the definition of C∞ and (1C∞ , e∞t∞) is jet dense by
Lemma 4.3. We call the category C∞ the jet part of C.
Proof. The associativity of µ∞ is inherited from the associativity of µ. To see
this consider the diagram:
(3×C, spi1) (2×C, spi1)
(3×C∞, s∞pi1) (2×C∞, s∞pi1)
(2×C∞, s∞pi1) (C∞, s∞)
(2×C, spi1) (C, s)
(µ,1C)
(1C ,µ)
µ
(1C∞ ,µ∞)
(µ∞,1C∞ )
3×ι∞C
µ∞
2×ι∞C
µ∞
2×ι∞C
ι∞C
µ
where the outer square commutes because µ is associative and the top, bottom,
left and right squares commute using the definition of µ∞ above. But this implies
that the inner square commutes because ι∞C is monic.
One of the unit laws for µ∞ is already enforced by the upper commutative
triangle in the definition of µ∞. The other follows from combining the fact that
ι∞C is monic and that in the diagram:
(C, s) (C, s)
(C∞, s∞) (C∞, s∞)
(2×C∞, s∞pi1) (C∞, s∞)
(2×C, spi1) (C, s)
(es,1C)
1C
1C
1C∞
(e∞s∞,1C∞ )
ι∞C
1C∞
ι∞C
µ∞
2×ι∞C ι
∞
C
µ
the outer square commutes using a unit law for µ and the other squares are
immediately seen to commute.
4.2 The Category of Jet Categories
Definition 4.5. Let C be a category in E and C∞ be the category on its jet
part as defined in Corollary 4.4. Then C is a jet category iff the inclusion
ι∞C : C∞ C induced by ι∞ is an isomorphism. We write Cat∞(E) for the full
subcategory of Cat(E) on the jet categories.
Lemma 4.6. The function (−)∞ : Cat(E)→ Cat∞(E) extends to a functor.
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Proof. Let φ : C→ B be an internal functor. Then the square
(M, 1M ) (B∞, sB∞)
(C∞, sC∞) (B, s
B)
eB∞φ0
eC∞ ι
B
∞φ∞
φ1ι
C
∞
commutes in E and hence there exists a unique filler φ∞. It is immediate from
the definition that φ∞ preserves identities. We now remark that in the cube
(2×C, sCpi1) (C, sC)
(2×C∞, sC∞pi1) (C∞, s
C
∞)
(2×B∞, sB∞pi1) (B∞, s
B)
(2×B, sBpi1) (B, sB)
2×φ1
µC
φ1
µC∞
2×φ∞
2×ιC∞
φ∞
ιC∞
µB∞
2×ιB∞
ιB∞
µB
the outer square commutes by functoriality of φ , the left and right faces
commute by definition of φ∞ and the top and bottom faces commute by the
definition of µ∞. Therefore the inner square commutes because the arrow ιB∞ is
a monomorphism and hence φ∞ preserves composition as required.
Proposition 4.7. We have an adjunction j a (−)∞ where j is the full inclusion
Cat∞(E) ↪→ Cat(E). In other words Cat∞(E) is a coreflective subcategory of
Cat(E).
Proof. Let K be a jet category; this means that the inclusion ιK∞ : K∞ K is
an isomorphism. We define the unit η by ηK = (ιK∞)
−1. Let C be an arbitrary
category in E . We define the counit ε of the adjunction by εC = ιC∞. Then
εj(K) ◦ j(ηK) = ιK∞ ◦ (ιK∞)−1 = 1jK and (εC)∞ ◦ ηC∞ = (ιC∞)∞ ◦ (ιC∞∞ )−1. But by
definition of (ιC∞)∞ we see that
M (C∞)∞ C∞
M C∞ C
1M
eC∞∞
(ιC∞)∞
ιC∞∞
ιC∞
eC∞ ι
C
∞
commutes and so ιC∞ ◦ (ιC∞)∞ ◦ (ιC∞∞ )−1 = ιC∞. Hence (ιC∞)∞ ◦ (ιC∞∞ )−1 = 1C∞
because ιC∞ is a monomorphism.
In fact Cat∞(E) is an E-mono-coreflective subcategory as described in the
introduction.
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Lemma 4.8. Let C and B be internal categories in E and B∞ and C∞ be their
jet parts. Then CB∞ ∼= CB∞∞ in E.
Proof. To show that CB∞ ∼= CB∞∞ it will suffice to show that for all representable
objects X in E and internal functors F : B∞ × X˙ → C we have a unique lift G
making
C∞
B∞ × X˙ C
ιC∞G
F
commute. But we can just take G = F∞ because the fact that (−)∞ is a right
adjoint implies that (B∞ × X˙)∞ = B∞ × X˙.
This means that Cat∞(E) is an E-mono-coreflective subcategory of Cat(E)
defined as follows:
Definition 4.9. Let U and C be E-categories with underlying categories U0 and
C0 respectively. Then the category U is an E-mono-coreflective subcategory of C
iff there is an adjunction
U0 C0⊥
(−)∞
such that the left adjoint is full and faithful, the counit ι∞ is a monomorphism
and for all objects U of U and C of C the arrow
CU∞
(ι∞C )
U
−−−−→ CU
is an isomorphism in E .
4.3 The Jet Part of a Groupoid
In order to put the structure of a groupoid on the jet part C∞ of a category C
we require a little more than the assumption that C has the necessary additional
structure and relations to make it a groupoid. For the rest of this section we fix
a groupoid G that has underlying reflexive graph
G M
s
e
t
and multiplication µ. We identify a necessary condition for the jet part G∞ of
G to have groupoid structure. First we need a preparatory lemma.
Lemma 4.10. Let a, b ∈(X,sa) (G, s) be generalised elements in E/M such that
a ≈ b at stage of definition (X, sa). Let c ∈(X,sc) (G, s) such that tc = sa(= sb).
Then ac ≈ bc at stage of definition (X, sc).
Proof. Suppose that a ≈ b is witnessed by the following data:
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• a cover (ιi : (Xi, sai)→ (X, sa))i∈I and for each i ∈ I:
– an arrow φi : (Xi ×Di, saipi1)→ (G, s);
– an arrow di : (Xi, sai)→ (M ×Di, pi1);
such that φ(1Xi , 0) = ai and φi(1Xi , pi2di) = bi where ai and bi are the restrictions
of a and b respectively to Xi.
As a first step we show that (c, a) ≈ (c, b) as generalised elements at stage of
definition (Xi, sci) where ci is the restriction of c to Xi. To do this we choose:
• the cover (ιi : (Xi, sci)→ (X, sc))i∈I and for each i ∈ I:
– the arrow φi = (cipi1, φi) : (Xi ×Di, scipi1)→ (2×G, spi1);
– the arrow di = (sci, pi2di) : (Xi, sci)→ (m×Di, pi1);
and note that:
(cipi1, φi)(1Xi , 0) = (ci, ai)
and
(cipi1, φi)(1Xi , pi2di) = (ci, bi)
hold. Hence (c, a) ≈ (c, b). But now the result follows from Lemma 3.17 by
applying µ.
Proposition 4.11. Let G be a groupoid in E with arrow space G and object space
M . Suppose further that G∞ is a groupoid. Then the relation ≈ is symmetric
on (G, s) in E/M .
Proof. Let a, b ∈(X,sa) (G, s) such that a ≈ b at stage of definition (X, sa).
Then a−1 ∈(X,ta) (G, s) has ta−1 = sa(= sb). So by precomposing with a−1
and using Lemma 4.10 we have that eta = aa−1 ≈ ba−1 at stage of definition
(X, ta) and hence ba−1 ∈(X,ta) (G∞, s∞). Since G∞ is a groupoid we have that
ab−1 ∈(X,ta) (G∞, t∞) also and hence ab−1 ∈(X,tb) (G∞, s∞).
This means that etb ≈ ab−1 at stage of definition (X, tb). Now we note that
b ∈(X,sb) (G, s) has tb = setb = sab−1 and so by Lemma 4.10 again we deduce
that b ≈ ab−1b = a as required.
Now we give a counterexample which shows that we cannot immediately
specialise the jet part construction for categories to construct a jet part for an
arbitrary groupoid in E . We will use one of the simplest non-classical groupoids
we have at our disposal: the pair groupoid ∇D where D = {x ∈ R : x2 = 0}.
Lemma 4.12. The jet part of the pair groupoid on the object D has the following
arrow space:
(∇D)2∞ = {(a, b) ∈ D ×D : a ≈1 b}
where ≈1 denotes the neighbour relation in E/1.
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Proof. Recall from Lemma 3.23 that the arrow space of I∞ is characterised
as follows. An arrow (a, b) : (X, ξ) → (I2, pi1) in E/I factors through (I2∞, pi1)
iff there exists a cover (ιi : (Xi, ξi) → (X, ξ))i such that for all i there exist
Wi ∈ Spec(Weil), φi : (Xi, ξi) × (I × DWi , pi1) → (I2, pi1) and di : (Xi, ξi) →
(I ×DWi , pi1) making
(Xi, ξi)
(Xi ×DWi , ξipi1) (I2, pi1)
(Xi, ξi)
(1Xi ,di)
(ai,bi)
φi
(1Xi ,0)
(mi,mi)
commute where ai, bi, φi and mi are the restrictions of a, b, φ and m to Xi.
Hence mi = ai and (a, b) factors through I2∞ iff a ≈ b in E/1.
Therefore to show that (∇D)2∞ is not a groupoid it will suffice to show that
≈ is not symmetric on D in E/1. To prove this we will show that any jet starting
from the generalised element 1D must be trivial. The intuitive reason for this is
that D is not closed under addition and so there is no more ‘space’ for the jet to
move into.
Lemma 4.13. The relation ≈ is not symmetric on D.
Proof. Let us consider the generalised elements at stage D described by 0 : D →
D and 1D. It will suffice to show that 0 ∼ 1D but not 1D ≈ 0. To see that
0 ∼ 1D we choose DW = D, φ = 1D and d = 1D. Then φ(0) = 0 and φ(d) = 1D.
To show that 1D ≈ 0 does not hold it will suffice to show that for all elements
f such that 1D ∼ f then necessarily f = 1D. So let us suppose that we have
an f such that 1D ∼ f . Since the only covers of D are trivial this would mean
that there exist DW ∈ Spec(Weil), φ : D ×DW → D and d : D → DW such
that φ(x, 0) = x and φ(x, d(x)) = f(x) for all x ∈ D. Let w be the number of
indeterminates in the polynomial defining the Weil presentation W . Now we use
Hadamard’s Lemma twice and the fact that D is defined by the formula x2 = 0
to see that
φ(x1, ~x) ∼= φ0(~x) + x1φ1(~x)
for some smooth functions φ0, φ1 : Rw → R. Now the equation φ(a, 0) = a tells
us that
φ0(0) + x1φ1(0) = φ(x1, 0) = x1
and so φ0(0) = 0 and φ1(0) = 1. Hence by Hadamard’s Lemma we see that
φ1(~x) = 1 + Σ
w+1
i=2 xiψi(~x)
for some ψi : Rw → R. But since for all i there is an equality of the form xkii = 0
in W we see that N = Σw+1i=2 xiψi(~x) is nilpotent of degree n = Σ
w+1
i=2 ki. (This
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follows from the pigeonhole principle.) Therefore the arrow
iφ = Σ
n−1
j=0 (−1)jNk : DW → D
is a pointwise multiplicative inverse for φ1. Now because φ has codomain D we
must have that
φ0(~x)
2 + 2x1φ0(~x)φ1(~x) = φ(x1, ~x)
2 = 0
and so φ0(~x)φ1(~x) = 0. But since φ1 has a pointwise multiplicative inverse this
means that φ0(~x) = 0 and so φ(x1, ~x) ∼= x1φ1(~x). Similarly we see that
d(x) ∼= ~a+~bx
where (ai + bix)
ki = 0 when x2 = 0. But since ai ∈ R we see that ai = 0 and
hence
φ(x, d(x)) = x+ xΣw+1i=2 d(x)iψi(d(x)) = x+ xΣ
w+1
i=2 bixψi(d(x)) = x
and we deduce that f = 1D as required.
Corollary 4.14. The jet part (∇D)∞ of the pair groupoid ∇D is not a groupoid.
Proof. The result follows immediately from Lemma 4.13 and the remarks pre-
ceding it.
Fortunately the condition that the relation ≈ is symmetric on (G, s) in E/M
is not only necessary but also sufficient to ensure that the jet part G∞ of G is a
groupoid.
Lemma 4.15. Let a ∈ (G, s) such that esa ≈ a in (G, s). Suppose further that
≈ is symmetric on (G, s). Then eta ≈ a−1 in (G, s).
Proof. Since ≈ is symmetric we have that a ≈ esa and ta−1 = sa. So by
Lemma 4.10 we have that eta ≈ a−1.
Lemma 4.16. Let a, b ∈ (G, s) such that a ≈ b in (G, s). Then a−1 ≈ b−1 in
(G, t).
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 3.17.
Corollary 4.17. If ≈ is symmetric on (G, s) then the arrow
e∞ : (M, 1M )→ (G∞, t∞)
is jet dense.
Proof. Let a ∈ (G∞, t∞). By definition of G∞ this means that that esa ≈ a in
(G, s). Since ≈ is symmetric on (G, s) we have that a ≈ esa. Precomposing with
a−1 and using Lemma 4.15 gives eta ≈ a−1. Finally applying (−)−1 and using
Lemma 4.16 gives eta ≈ a as required.
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Proposition 4.18. Let G be a groupoid in E such that the relation ≈ is sym-
metric on the object (G∞, s∞) in E/M . Then the jet part G∞ can be given the
structure of a groupoid.
Proof. By Corollary 4.17 we see that the left arrow in the square
(M, 1M ) (G∞, s∞)
(G∞, t∞) (G, s)
e∞
e∞
ι∞GiG∞
iGι
∞
G
is jet dense. This means that there is an unique filler iG∞ which we will take
as the inverse for the jet part G∞. Since the equations s∞iG∞ = t∞ and
t∞iG∞ = s∞ are immediately seen to hold it remains to check that the inverse
axioms hold. So observe that in the diagram:
(G∞, s∞) (2∗G∞, s∞pi1) (G∞, s∞)
(G, s) (2∗G, spi1) (G, s)
ι∞G
(1G∞ ,iG∞ )
2∗ι∞G
µ∞
ι∞G
(1G,iG) µ
the right-hand square commutes by the definition of µ∞ in Definition 4.4 and the
left-hand square commutes by the definition of iG∞ above. But now we notice
that the bottom row is equal to 1G because iG is an inverse for the multiplication
µ; hence the top row is equal to 1G∞ because ι
∞
G is monic. Similarly the diagram
(G∞, s∞) (2∗G∞, s∞pi1) (G∞, s∞)
(G, s) (2∗G, spi1) (G, s)
ι∞G
(iG∞ ,1G∞ )
2∗ι∞G
µ∞
ι∞G
(iG,1G) µ
shows that the other inverse axiom holds.
Now we record the analogous result to Lemma 4.8 and Proposition 4.7 when
working with groupoids rather than categories.
Corollary 4.19. Let Gpdsym(E) be the full subcategory of Gpd(E) consisting of
the groupoids G for which ≈ is symmetric on the arrow space G2. Let Gpdsym∞ (E)
be the full subcategory of Gpdsym(E) consisting of those groupoids G for which
the subgroupoid inclusion ι∞G : G∞ G is an isomorphism. Then Gpdsym∞ (E) is
an E-mono-coreflective subcategory of Gpdsym(E).
5 Axiomatics for Lie’s Second Theorem
In the remainder of the paper we assume the existence of three pieces of data
and prove Lie’s second theorem relative to them. The three pieces of data are:
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• a topos E ,
• an E-mono-coreflective subcategory Cat∞(E) of Cat(E),
• an arrow l : 2→ I in Cat(E).
The symbol 2 denotes the category on two objects with a single non-trivial arrow
and I is an arbitrary category in Cat(E). The main intended application is when
E is a well-adapted model of synthetic differential geometry. In this case the
adjunction
Cat∞(E) Cat(E)
i
⊥
(−)∞
is an E-mono-coreflective subcategory by Lemma 4.8 and Proposition 4.7. For
the object I we use the category that has underlying reflexive graph
{(a, b) ∈ I2 : a ≤ b} I
pi1
pi2
∆
and the only possible composition. We have written I for the unit interval in E .
The arrow l is then given by (0, 1) ∈ I2.
Note that by working at this greater generality our results will easily adapt to
the case in which we replace categories in E with groupoids in E . This is because
Gpd∞(E) is a E-mono-coreflective subcategory of Gpd(E) by Corollary 4.19 and
we can choose I to be the pair groupoid on the unit interval I. The arrow l is
then given by l = (0, 1) ∈ I2 as before.
In Section 6 we use the data E , (−)∞ and l to define a Cat(E)-factorisation
system on Cat(E) called the integral factorisation system and generate from it a
reflective subcategory
Cat(E) Catint(E)
(−)int
⊥
j
In Section 7 we work out the appropriate enriched analogues of the connectedness
conditions required in classical Lie theory. Then in Section 8 we prove that when
we assert these connectedness conditions the functor (−)∞ is full and faithful.
6 Integration of Infinitesimal Paths
As a first step to proving Lie’s second theorem we will describe a class of internal
categories in E for which we can integrate paths of infinitesimals (A-paths)
to macroscopic paths (G-paths). We use the theory of enriched factorisation
systems to pick out this class.
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6.1 The Integral Factorisation System
In this section we create an enriched factorisation system which captures the
idea of integrating A-paths to G-paths.
Definition 6.1. Let E , (−)∞ and I be as in Section 5 and set E = V = Cat(E).
The integral factorisation system is the Cat(E)-factorisation system generated
by the singleton set
Σ = {I∞ ι
∞
I−−→ I}
using Proposition 2.10.
Remark 6.2. Explicitly, an arrow r is in the right class of the integral factori-
sation system iff
XI X
ι∞I
//
rI

XI∞
rI∞

YI Y
ι∞I
// YI∞
is a pullback in Cat(E) and an arrow l is in the left class of the integral
factorisation system iff for all r in the right class
XB X
l
//
rB

XB
rA

YB Y
l
// YA
is a pullback in Cat(E).
Remark 6.3. By construction the arrow (ι∞I )
n : In∞ → In is in the left class of
the integral factorisation system for all n ∈ N and so
XIn X
(ι∞I )
n
//
rI
n

XIn∞
rI
n∞

YIn Y
(ι∞I )
n
// YIn∞
is a pullback for all r in the right class of the integral factorisation system. Note
that the arrow ι∞∂I2 : ∂I
2
∞ → ∂I2 is not in general in the left class of the integral
factorisation system. This justifies the use of the simply connectedness condition
in Lemma 7.3 and using two dimensional data in general.
6.2 The Category of Integral Complete Categories
In this section we recall that the integral factorisation system generates a reflective
subcategory of Cat(E).
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Definition 6.4. The category Catint(E) is the full subcategory of Cat(E) whose
objects are those categories C for which the arrow
CI
ι∞C−−→ CI∞
is an isomorphism in Cat(E).
Using the relationship between factorisation systems, completion operations
and reflective subcategories in [10] we see that the category Catint(E) is a
reflective subcategory
Cat(E) Catint(E)
(−)int
⊥
j
of Cat(E) with reflector (−)int that takes a category C to the mediating object
of the integral factorisation of the arrow ! : C→ 1. Combining this adjunction
with the coreflection (−)∞ gives an adjunction
Cat∞(E) Catint(E)
(−)int
⊥
(−)∞
which is analogous to the adjunction between the category of Lie groups and the
category of formal group laws.
7 Connectedness, Path Spaces and Global Prop-
erties
The lifting property at the core of Lie’s second theorem involves lifting internal
functors C∞ → X to functors C → X. The second stage in our proof of Lie’s
second theorem is to reformulate this lifting property in terms of generalised
elements at stage of definition In where n ∈ {0, 1, 2}. It turns out that we need
to keep track of the boundary and degeneracy maps between these generalised
elements of C and so in Section 7.2 we organise them into a 2-truncated cubical
object in the topos E . In Section 7.1 we define the notions of enriched path and
simply connected category and in Section 7.3 and Section 7.4 we show how to
describe functors out of a simply connected internal category C in E in terms of
truncated cubical objects. Then in Section 7.5 we reformulate the lifting problem
at the core of Lie’s second theorem in terms of truncated cubical objects.
7.1 Enriched Connectedness
In classical Lie theory we study how much of the data in a Lie groupoid can
be recovered from the subset of this data that is infinitely close to the identity
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arrows of the Lie groupoid. Since global features such as connectedness cannot
be captured by infinitesimal arrows we need to restrict our attention to Lie
groupoids that are source simply connected.
We say that a Lie groupoid G is source path/source simply connected iff all
of its source fibres are path/simply connected. Let ∇I be the pair groupoid on
the unit interval I that has underlying reflexive graph:
I × I I
pi1
pi2
∆
with the only possible composition. Then it is easy to see that groupoid homo-
morphisms ∇I → G are equivalent to arrows I → G that are source constant
and start at an identity element of G. Therefore G is source path connected iff
Γ(G∇I) Γ(G
ι∇I )−−−−−→ Γ(G∂∇I)
is an epimorphism in Set. We have written Γ for the global sections functor and
∂∇I for the pair groupoid on the boundary of I. Similarly G is source simply
connected iff it is source path connected and
Γ(G∇I
2
)
Γ(Gι∇I2 )−−−−−−→ Γ(G∂∇I2)
is an epimorphism in Set. We have written ∂∇I2 for the pair groupoid on the
boundary of I2.
When we work with arbitrary groupoids in E it is more natural to work with
epimorphisms between objects of E than between their sets of global sections.
Hence we make the following definitions:
Definition 7.1. A groupoid G in E is E-path connected iff
G∇I G
ι∇I−−−→ G∂∇I
is an epimorphism in E . A groupoid G in E is E-simply connected iff it is E-path
connected and
G∇I
2 Gι∇I2−−−−→ G∂∇I2
is an epimorphism in E .
This means that for an arbitrary groupoid in E being E-connected is a stronger
condition to impose than being source connected. However in [2] we show that a
Lie groupoid is source path/simply connected iff it is E-path/E-simply connected.
The proof of Lie’s Second Theorem in Section 8 doesn’t rely on the topological
or smooth structure of the unit interval. In fact we can replace the pair groupoid
on the unit interval with an arbitrary category I and a choice of arrow 2→ I in
Cat(E) where E is an arbitrary topos. It is easy to see that the E-connectedness
conditions can be reformulated using this data. In Section 7.3 and Section 7.4
we use these generalised connectedness conditions to describe how to express
maps out of a simply connected category in terms of its 1- and 2-dimensional
path spaces.
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7.2 Truncated Cubical Objects
We arrange the (infinitesimal and macroscopic) path spaces into truncated
cubical objects. Recall that the 2-truncated cube category 2 is the subcategory
of Man generated by the following arrows:
I2 I 1
pi1
pi2
(1I ,1)
(0,1I)
(1,1I)
(1I ,0)
!
1
0
(4)
where I is the unit interval. Recall that the category c2E of 2-truncated cubical
objects in a category E is the functor category [op2 , E ]. The arrows of c2E will
be called 2-cubical maps.
Let I be a category in E and l : 2 → I be an arbitrarily chosen arrow in I.
Then precomposing l with the source and target inclusions s, t : 1 → 2 gives
arrows 0, 1 : 1→ I. Hence
I2 I 1
pi1
pi2
(1I,1)
(0,1I)
(1,1I)
(1I,0)
!
1
0
(5)
defines a functor 2 → E . Let C be a category in E . Then mapping into C
determines a 2-truncated cubical object
CI2 CI C1
in E which we will call the path 2-cubical object of E . Similarly
I2∞ I∞ 1
pi1
pi2
(1I∞ ,1)
(0,1I∞ )
(1,1I∞ )
(1I∞ ,0)
!
1
0 (6)
defines a functor 2 → E . Then mapping into C determines a 2-truncated
cubical object
CI2∞ CI∞ C1
in E which we will call the Weinstein 2-cubical object of E .
7.3 The Arrow Space of a Simply Connected Category
We now express the arrow space of a simply connected category C in terms of
the paths and homotopies in C.
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Notation 7.2. We write 2∗I for the pushout I +1 0 I. Similarly given an arrow
Ψ : C→ X we write 2×Ψ for the arrow (Ψpi1,Ψpi2) : C2∗I → X2∗I. The category
∂I2 is the pushout
2
δ //
δ

2∗I
ι1

2∗I
ι2 // ∂I2
in Cat(E) where δ(l) = (ι1l ◦2∗I ι2l). We write ι : ∂I2 → I2 for the inclusion
induced by the arrows ((0, 1I), (1I, 1)) and ((1I, 0), (1, 1I)). In this section the we
will use the exponential notation (e.g. CI) to denote the E-valued hom-object.
Lemma 7.3. For all simply connected categories C in E the diagram
CI2 C2∗I C2
Cιι1
Cιι2
Cδ
is a coequaliser in E.
Proof. Since E is a topos the arrow Cδ is the coequaliser of its kernel pair. Hence
C∂I2 C2∗I C2
Cι1
Cι2
Cδ
is a coequaliser in E . But now the result follows from the hypothesis that C is
simply connected.
7.4 Mapping out of Simply Connected Categories
In this section we show that maps out of a simply connected category are
completely determined by maps between their truncated path cubical objects.
More precisely we will prove the following proposition:
Proposition 7.4. Let C and X be categories where C is simply connected and
CI2 CI C1
XI2 XI X1
Ψ2 Ψ1 Ψ0
is a 2-cubical map as defined in Section 7.2. Then there is a functor ψ : C→ X
with object map ψ0 = Ψ0 and arrow map ψ1 satisfying ψ1Cl = XlΨ1.
Proof. The functor ψ : C→ X will have object map ψ0 = Ψ0 and arrow map ψ1
given by the factorisation
CI2 C2∗I C2
XI2 X2∗I X2
Cιι1
Cιι2
Ψ2
Cδ
2×Ψ1 ψ1
Xιι1
Xιι2
Xδ
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where the top line is a coequaliser by Lemma 7.3. The left square of
CI C2∗I C2
XI X2∗I X2
(1CI ,C
!0)
Ψ1
Cδ
2×Ψ1 ψ1
(1XI ,X
!0) Xδ
(7)
commutes because Ψ1 is part of a 2-cubical map. The right square commutes by
the definition of ψ1. Hence ψ1Cl = XlΨ1.
Quotient Map is a Reflexive Graph Homomorphism. Firstly the outer rect-
angle of
CI C2 C2
XI X2 X1
Cl
Ψ1 ψ1
C1
C0
Ψ0
Xl X
1
X0
is serially commutative because Ψ is a 2-cubical map. The left square commutes
by (7). Therefore the right square is serially commutative because Cl is an
epimorphism.
Secondly the right square of
C1 CI C2
X1 XI X2
C!
Ψ0
Cl
Ψ1 ψ1
X! Xl
commutes by (7). The left square commutes because Ψ is a 2-cubical map.
Therefore ψ1 is a reflexive graph homomorphism.
Quotient Map Preserves Composition. It follows from (7) that the left square
in
C2∗I C2∗2 C2
X2∗I X2∗2 X2
C2∗l
2×Ψ1
µC
2×ψ1 ψ1
X2∗l µX
commutes. Now µCC2∗l = Cδ and µXX2∗l = Xδ and so the outer square
commutes by the definition of the quotient map ψ1. Therefore the right hand
square commutes because C2∗l is an epimorphism. Hence ψ1 is an internal
functor.
7.5 Integrating Homomorphisms using Path Spaces
In this section we will show that in order to integrate homomorphisms out of a
simply connected category C with path connected jet part it suffices to integrate
the paths and homotopies in C. More precisely, we will prove the following
result:
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Proposition 7.5. Let C be a simply connected category in E such that the jet
part C∞ is path connected. Then any commutative square of the form
C∞ X
C Y
φ
ι∞C rψ
ξ
(8)
has a filler ψ iff for n ∈ {0, 1, 2} the squares
CIn∞ XI
n
CIn YIn
φI
n
(ι∞C )
In rI
n
ξI
n
Ψn
have fillers Ψn that are components for a 2-cubical map.
Proof. Suppose that Ψn satisfies the above conditions. By Proposition 7.4 we
obtain a functor ψ : C → X with object map ψ0 = Ψ0 and arrow map ψ1
satisfying ψ1Cl = XlΨ1. We now check that ψ is a filler for (8). Firstly
rψ1Cl = rXlΨ1 = YlrIΨ1 = YlξI = ξCl
so rψ1 = ξ because Cl is an epimorphism. Secondly
ψ1(ι
∞
C )
2Cl∞ = ψ1Cl(ι∞C )I = XlΨ1(ι∞C )I = XlφI = φCl∞
so ψι∞C = φ because Cl∞ is an epimorphism.
8 Lie’s Second Theorem
In this section we will formulate and prove Lie’s second theorem relative to a
category of local models. In Section 8.1 we prove the more general result that
all of the jet part inclusions ι∞C : C∞  C are in the left class of the integral
factorisation system. Then in Section 8.2 we see how to deduce Lie’s second
theorem relative to a category of local models from this more general result.
8.1 Infinitesimal Inclusions are in Left Class
Now we will prove the fundamental lifting property involved in Lie’s second
theorem. More explicitly we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 8.1. Let C be a simply connected category in E such that the jet part
C is path connected. Then ι∞C : C∞ → C is in the left class of the integral
factorisation system. In other words, for all r in the right class of the integral
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factorisation system and commutative diagrams
C∞ X
C Y
φ
ι∞C r
ξ
ψ
there is a unique filler ψ.
Proof. Existence of Solutions. By Proposition 7.5 it will suffice to find for all
n ∈ {0, 1, 2} fillers Ψn making
CIn∞ XI
n
CIn YIn
φI
n
(ι∞C )
In rI
n
ξI
n
Ψn (9)
commute and which satisfy the relations defining a 2-cubical map. Now Re-
mark 6.3 tells us that the right square in
CI
n
∞∞ XI
n
∞
CIn∞ XI
n
CIn YIn
CIn∞ YIn∞
(ι∞C )
In∞
φI
n∞
rI
n∞
φI
n
(ι∞C )
In
C(ι
∞
I )
n
∞
rI
n
X(ι∞I )n
ξI
n
Ψn
C(ι∞I )n Y(ι∞I )n
ξI
n∞
(10)
is a pullback. Moreover by Lemma 4.8 the left arrow (ι∞C )
In∞ is invertible and so
we can define Ψn as the factorisation induced by the pair(
ξI
n
, φI
n
∞
(
(ι∞C )
In∞
)−1
Cι
∞
I
)
We now check that (9) commutes. It is immediate that rI
n
Ψn = ξ
In . Finally we
read off the equalities
X(ι
∞
I )
n
Ψn(ι
∞
C )
In = X(ι
∞
I )
n
φI
n
and
rI
n
Ψn(ι
∞
C )
In = rI
n
φI
n
from (10) and conclude that Ψn(ι
∞
C )
In = φI
n
.
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Uniqueness of Solutions. Let ψ and χ be two functors making
C∞ X
C Y
φ
ι∞C r
ξ
ψ
χ
commute. We will show that ψ = χ. First we note that it will suffice to show
that ψI = χI because then
ψ2Cl = XlψI = XlχI = χ2Cl
and Cl is an epimorphism. Furthermore since XIn is a pullback it will suffice to
check that
rIψI = ξI = rIχI
and
Xι
∞
I ψI = ψI∞Cι
∞
I = φI∞(ι∞C )
I∞Cι
∞
I = χI∞Cι
∞
I = Xι
∞
I χI
to conclude that ψ = χ.
8.2 Lie’s Second Theorem
In this section we describe how our previous work allows us to prove Lie’s second
theorem relative to a category of local models. Recall that in Section 6.2 we
constructed an adjunction
Cat∞(E) Catint(E)
(−)int
⊥
(−)∞
which is analogous to the adjunction between the category of Lie groups and the
category of formal group laws.
Definition 8.2. The category Catscint(E) is the full subcategory of Cat(E) whose
objects are simply connected categories C such that C∞ is path connected and
the arrow
CI C
ι∞I−−−→ CI∞
is an isomorphism in Cat(E).
Remark 8.3. The category Catscint(E) is analogous to the category of simply
connected Lie groups. Finally we record the result that is analogous to Lie’s
second theorem in this context.
Corollary 8.4. The restriction of the functor (−)∞ to Catscint(E) is full and
faithful.
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Proof. Let C be a simply connected category in E such that C∞ is path connected.
Let X be a category in E such that Xι∞I is an isomorphism. This means that the
arrow ! : X→ 1 is in the right class of the integral factorisation system. To see
that (−)∞ is faithful let ψ,ψ′ : C→ X be internal functors such that ψ∞ = ψ′∞.
But then both ψ and ψ′ are fillers for the square
C∞
ι∞X ψ∞ //
ι∞C

X
!

C ! // 1
and hence are equal by Theorem 8.1. To see that (−)∞ is full let φ : C∞ → X∞
be an internal functor. Then by Theorem 8.1 the square
C∞
ι∞X φ //
ι∞C

X
!

C ! // 1
has a unique filler χ and χ∞ = (ι∞C )∞χ∞ = (ι
∞
X )∞φ∞ = φ∞ as required.
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